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For sessile droplets partially wetting a solid surface, it has been observed experimentally that the value
of the contact angle depends on the contact line curvature and this dependence has been attributed to
tension in the contact line. But previous analyses of these observations have neglected adsorption at the
solid-liquid interface and its effect on the surface tension of this interface. We show that if this adsorption
is taken into account the relation between the contact angle and contact line curvature is completely
accounted for without introducing line tension. Further, from the observed relation between the contact
angle and contact line curvature, the adsorption at the solid-liquid interface can be determined, as can the
surface tensions of the solid-liquid and solid-vapor interfaces.
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In sessile droplet experiments, a number of investigators
have observed that the contact angle � changes as the
curvature of the three-phase line Ccl is changed. This
relation has been suggested to result from line tension,
but line tension has not provided a consistent explanation.
Both positive [1–3] and negative values [4,5] have been
reported, and the reported values differ in magnitude by
several orders. An oft used method for determining the line
tension is to plot measurements of cos� versus Ccl, neglect
any effects on the surface tension of the solid-liquid inter-
face resulting from changes in cos� and Ccl, and determine
the line tension from the slope of the cos�-Ccl relation [1–
7]. We show that when � and Ccl are changed, the pressure
in the liquid phase at the three-phase line PL3 is necessarily
changed. This changes the adsorption at the solid-liquid
interface, nSL, and therefore the surface tension of this
interface, �SL.

For water held in borosilicate glass cylinders, the sensi-
tivity of � to changes in PL3 has been shown to be surpris-
ingly large [8,9]: when Ccl had a value of 0:9 mm�1, the
contact angle was observed to change by as much as 79�

when PL3 was changed by 235 Pa [8]. This pressure change
is small compared to some that have resulted from chang-
ing Ccl and � in the process of measuring line tension [4].
The source of the sensitivity of � to PL3 for water-
borosilicate glass cylinders cannot be line tension, since
Ccl was constant in each of these experiments [8,9]. This
sensitivity has been suggested to result from nSL, and its
effect on �SL [8,9]. The dependence of � on PL3 had been
observed in earlier studies [10–13], but it could not be
related to nSL until an adsorption isotherm had been estab-
lished for the solid-vapor interface that was valid when the
vapor-phase pressure was near the saturation-vapor pres-
sure [10,14].

Since the effect of nSL on the � can now be taken into
account, we examine its effect on sessile droplets of do-
decane partially wetting very carefully prepared silanized
silicon wafers [4]. The values of Ccl for the sessile droplets

in the study reported in [4] ranged up to 6:7 �m�1 (or
down to a radius of 75 nm). This is the Ccl range where line
tension is suggested to be most important [7], but in the
pressure range where line tension can exist (i.e., where a �
can exist), we show that nSL completely accounts for the
observed �-Ccl relation, and that there is no need to in-
troduce line tension for this purpose. Further, a measured
�-Ccl relation can be used to determine the values of nSL,
of �SL, and of �SV , the surface tensions of the solid-vapor
interface.

Consider a sessile droplet in a closed container main-
tained isothermal at a temperature T, exposed to a gravi-
tational field that has an acceleration of g, and suppose the
droplet is in contact with a smooth, homogeneous and rigid
surface. If the chemical potential of the molecules in phase
j is denoted �j, the molecular weight as W, and the height
in the field as zj, then one of the conditions for equilibrium
may be written [10,15] as

 �j�T; Pj�zj�� �Wgzj � �; (1)

where � is a constant for the system and Pj�zj� is the
pressure in phase j at zj. In [10], this is seen to result
from allowing the molecules to be in any bulk or surface
phase, but in total to be conserved. Physically, it ensures
the potential for molecular transport is the same in all
phases [10].

We approximate the liquid as incompressible. Then
�L�T; PL�z�� may be expanded in a Taylor series at con-
stant temperature about Ps�T� and only the first term of the
expansion retained. Each of the other terms in the expan-
sion vanishes, since the liquid-specific volume is constant
for all values of PL. Equation (1) for the liquid phase
becomes

 �L�T; Ps� � vf�P
L�zL� � Ps�T�� �Wgz

L � �; (2)

where vf is the specific volume of the saturated liquid.
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If the vapor is approximated as an ideal gas, one finds
from the Gibbs-Duhem equation that Eq. (1), for the vapor
phase, may be written

 �V�T; Ps� � �RT ln
�
PV�zV�
Ps

�
�WgzV � �; (3)

where �R denotes the gas constant.
Another condition for equilibrium is the Laplace equa-

tion. If xVI denotes the pressure in the vapor at the liquid-
vapor interface divided by Ps�T�, and directly across the
interface in the liquid phase, this pressure ratio is denoted
xLI , then the Laplace equation may be written

 xLI � x
V
I �

�LV

Ps
�CLV1 � C

LV
2 �; (4)

where the surface tension of the liquid-vapor interface is
denoted �LV , and CLVi is one of its curvatures. When
Eq. (1) is applied in the liquid and vapor phases at the
liquid-vapor interface where zLI � zVI , one finds

 �L�T; PLI � � �V�T; PVI �: (5)

Since the vapor phase has been approximated as an ideal
gas, its specific volume at saturation vg is given by
�RT=Ps�T�, and when Eqs. (2) and (3) are combined with

Eq. (5), one finds

 xVI � exp
�vf
vg
�xLI � 1�

�
: (6)

We limit our attention to the range of conditions where the
contact angle can exist and use the measured Ccl-� relation
reported in [4] for spherical, sessile dodecane droplets to
determine nSL, �SV , and �SL.

Suppose the uniform curvature of the liquid-vapor inter-
face is denoted CLV0 (i.e., CLV1 � CLV2 	 CLV0 ), then from
geometry

 sin� �
CLV0

Ccl
; (7)

and when Eq. (4) is simplified and combined with Eqs. (6)
and (7), one finds at the three-phase line

 sin� �
Ps

2�LVCcl

�
xL3 � exp

�vf
vg

�
xL3 � 1

���
; (8)

where the subscript 3 on a quantity indicates it is to be
evaluated at the intersection of the liquid-vapor, the solid-
liquid, and the solid-vapor interfaces, i.e., at the three-
phase line. Note then for a sessile, spherical droplet, at
wetting (� 	 0, xL3 � xLw), xLw � 1.

We simplify the relations further by taking advantage of
the nonvolatility of dodecane: the ratio vf=vg for dodecane
at the temperature considered (22 �C) is
10�6, and in the
experiments of [4], xLI had a maximum value of 4350.
Thus, xVI deviated from unity by a maximum of 
0:5%,
and this deviation may be neglected. Equation (8) then
becomes

 sin� �
Ps

2Ccl�LV
�xL3 � 1�: (9)

From Eq. (9), the expression for cos� may be obtained:

 cos� �
�

1�
P2
s�x

L
3 � 1�2

4C2
cl��

LV�2

�
1=2
: (10)

The results obtained from Eq. (10) for the range of Ccl and
cos� values considered by [4] are shown as solid lines in
Fig. 1. These curves are independent of the solid surface.

In order for them to be specific to a particular solid
surface, measurements must be made of two of the three
variables: �, xL3 , Ccl. To illustrate, the measurements of [4]
were given in the form of a fitting relation for cos� as a
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FIG. 1. The solid lines were calculated for the range of Ccl
values given in [4]. The data points shown were obtained from
their measurements of cos� and Ccl.

TABLE I. Calculated values of xL3 , nSL
�1� , �

SL
�1�, and �SV

�1� for dodecane adsorbing on silanized
silicon at 22 �C.

cos� Ccl �m�1 xL3 nSL
�1� mmol=m2 �SL

�1� mJ=m2 �SV
�1� mJ=m2

0.916 1.01 1518.21 �0:954 2.13 25.4
0.935 2.01 2662.67 �0:414 1.64 25.4
0.951 3.01 3490.00 �0:238 1.25 25.4
0.963 4.01 4039.59 �0:153 0.936 25.4
0.973 5.01 4350.43 �0:105 0.692 25.4
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function of Ccl. For a given value of Ccl, a value of cos� is
first calculated from their fitting relation, then Eq. (10) is
used to determine the corresponding value of xL3 . In Table I,
the five data points obtained from this procedure are listed.
These points are specific to the dodecane-silanized silicon
surface. They give the values of xL3 that would have existed
at the three-phase line when these values of Ccl and cos�
were observed. These data points are also shown in Fig. 1.

We use the Gibbs model of the interphase and take the
position of the dividing surface at the solid-liquid and
solid-vapor interfaces to be such that there is no adsorption
of the solid component. If a subscript [1] indicates this
position of the interface has been chosen, the Gibbs ad-
sorption equations may be written [15]:

 d�SV
�1� � �n

SV
�1�vfPsdx

L
3 ; (11)

and

 d�SL
�1� � �n

SL
�1�vfPsdx

L
3 ; (12)

where nSL
�1� and nSV

�1� are the adsorptions at the solid-liquid
and solid-vapor interfaces, respectively.

The Young equation is also a condition for equilibrium:

 �SV
�1� � �

SL
�1� � �LV cos�: (13)

If a partial differential is taken of Eq. (13) with respect to
xL3 , the result combined with Eqs. (11) and (12), one finds

 nSL
�1� � n

SV
�1� �

�LV

vfPs

�
@ cos�
@xL3

�
Ccl

: (14)

Since dodecane is such a nonvolatile substance, we neglect
the adsorption at the solid-vapor interface compared to that
at the solid-liquid interface. Such an approximation has
been shown to be valid for water adsorbing on borosilicate
glass [8,9], and the approximation would be expected to be
even better for the dodecane-silanized silicon system.

Equation (10) may be used in Eq. (14) to express nSL
�1� in

terms of xL3 and Ccl:

 nSL
�1� �

Ps�1� x
L
3 �

4vfC2
cl�

LV�1�
P2
s �1�xL3 �

2

4C2
cl��

LV �2
�1=2

: (15)

The functional relation between nSL
�1�, x

L
3 , and Ccl is illus-

trated in Fig. 2 by the solid curves. Like the curves shown
in Fig. 1, these curves would be true for a sessile dodecane
droplet on any solid surface, but when measurements are
made of � and Ccl, the adsorption at the solid-liquid inter-
face required to produce that value of � can be determined.
The measured �-Ccl relation, reported by [4], has been
used to determine the five data points shown in Fig. 1. The
corresponding adsorptions at the solid-liquid interface,
calculated from Eq. (15), are listed in Table I and shown
in Fig. 2. Thus, a measurement of any two of the three
variables, Ccl, �, xL3 , can be used to determine the adsorp-
tion at the solid-liquid interface.

Note the adsorption nSL
�1� is negative. Negative adsorption

at the solid-liquid interface means physically that the
concentration of the fluid component is smaller in the
interphase than in the bulk liquid [9]. For a given value
of Ccl, the adsorption of dodecane on silanized silicon
becomes more negative as xL3 is increased (see Fig. 2).
The same data trend has been found for water adsorbing on
borosilicate glass. This conclusion is supported by inde-
pendent studies of water density in small pores where the
interphase fills a significant portion of the volume. Water
concentration in such pores was found to be smaller than
that of bulk water [16–18].

For a givenCcl, as seen from a comparison of Figs. 1 and
2, for dodecane adsorbing on silanized silicon, � is pre-
dicted to decrease as the nSL

�1� becomes less negative. This
prediction was also examined for water in borosilicate
glass cylinders by rotating each cylinder about its longitu-
dinal axis. Progressively increasing the rotation rate had
the effect of lowering xL3 . That made nSL

�1� become less
negative, and in each cylinder, � was observed to decrease
[9].

The expression for the surface tensions or surface en-
ergies, �SL

�1� and �SV
�1� , may now be determined. We use the
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wetting hypothesis [14] to assign a reference condition
where the surface energy �SL

�1� vanishes. For any value of
Ccl, the wetting condition is reached when � is 0� or xL3 �
1 [see Eq. (9)]. Integrating Eq. (12) across the phase
transition from no liquid to some liquid phase being
present gives

 �SL
�1��1

�; Ccl� � �
SL
�1��1

�; Ccl� � �vfPs
Z 1�

1�
nSL
�1�dx

L
3 :

(16)

The wetting hypothesis assumes nSL
�1� is continuous, and

takes �SL
�1��1

�; Ccl� as zero. Both the integral and
�SL
�1��1

�; Ccl� then vanish. Using this hypothesis, substitut-
ing Eq. (14) into Eq. (12), neglecting nSV

�1� , and integrating
the result from unity to xL3 gives

 �SL
�1��x

L
3 ; Ccl� � �LV�1� cos��xL3 ; Ccl��: (17)

When Eq. (17) is inserted in Eq. (13), one finds

 �SV
�1� �x

SV
�1� ; Ccl� � �LV: (18)

The calculated values of �SL
�1� and �SV

�1� obtained from the
data of [4] are listed in Table I. We emphasize that
Eqs. (17) and (18) are valid only when the pressure is
such that � can exist.

When Eqs. (10) and (17) are combined, one obtains an
expression for �SL

�1� in terms of Ccl and xL3 . This relation is
illustrated in Fig. 3. By comparing Figs. 2 and 3, the effect
of adsorption on �SL

�1� may be determined. For a given Ccl,
an increase in xL3 is seen in Fig. 2 to cause nSL

�1� to become
more negative, meaning the concentration of dodecane in
the interphase is decreased relative to that in the bulk liquid
[9]. This is seen in Fig. 3 to increase the value of �SL

�1�. By
contrast, for a given value of xL3 , increasing Ccl is seen in
Fig. 2 to make nSL

�1� less negative, indicating that the con-
centration in the interphase is increased, and as seen in
Fig. 3, �SL

�1� is decreased. Hence, the value of �SL
�1� depends

on the fluid concentration in the solid-liquid interphase
relative to that in the bulk: when the concentration in the
interphase is increased, the value of �SL

�1� is decreased, and
when this concentration is decreased, �SL

�1� increases. The
variables that control this concentration are seen to be
any two of the three: �, xL3 , Ccl. Note that the predicted
effect of liquid concentration in the solid-liquid interphase
is analogous to the effect of adsorption at the solid-vapor
interface with interphase concentration replacing surface
concentration.

The adsorption at the solid-liquid interface fully ac-
counts for the measured dependence of � on Ccl. A mea-
surement of � and Ccl determines the value of xL3 (see
Fig. 1). The values of Ccl and xL3 determine the adsorption
nSL
�1� (see Fig. 2). They also determine the surface tension

�SL
�1� (see Fig. 3) that gives the observed value of �. Thus,
Ccl does affect �, but through its effect on nSL

�1�. There is no
basis for introducing line tension to explain the depen-
dence of � on Ccl while neglecting adsorption at the
solid-liquid interface.
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